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Practicing the Treble Clef Notes – Sample Lessons 

Call 203-738-6787 with any questions – we are happy to help! 
 

Goals: Lesson 1 – Review the treble clef notes using the figures from The 

Carrot, the Dog, the Egg and the Frog (… and the Bunny story. 

 Lesson 2 – Reinforce treble clef notes by focusing on note groupings 

using figures from The Carrot, the Dog, the Egg and the Frog    (… and 

the Bunny).  

 Lesson 3 – Practice quick recognition of treble clef notes. 

Student Materials:   (All materials come from Fun Figures Treble Clef Mat Package.)   

     

  Lessons 1 and 2 

 Paper clef mats with figures (p. 6*, younger students) or blank  (p. 7, 

older students).  For multiple exercises on one page, use  p. 9 or 10.   

 Optional:  Fun Figures Game pieces from p. 8. 

              

Lesson 3:  Eleven-answer quiz sheet (p. 11)  
 

Teacher Screen Share:   

Lessons 1 and 2, display the Treble Clef Flash Cards and p. 3 or 4 from the Fun 

Figures Treble Clef Mat Package  together on your screen, both in “Read Mode”.  To flip 

through the flash cards to the pages listed below, use the tool bar that pops up below the 

cards to type in the correct page.   

Lesson 3, display p. 11 from the Fun Figures Treble Clef Mat Package.  This 

lesson does not use the flashcards. 

Options for student responses (all from the Fun Figures Treble Clef Mat Package):   

 

1.  They can mark the answers on the full-sized mats (p. 6 showing figures or p. 7 blank).  

Young students can simply circle the answers on p. 6. Older students can use p. 7 and 

either write in the note letters or use crayons or markers to draw circles that are the 

correct colors (brown circle for the Dog, for example). 

2.  They can write answers on 4-per page quiz sheets (p. 9 with figures or p. 10 blank.) 

3.  They can color and cut out the Fun Figures Game Pieces on p. 6 then place them on 

the full-sized mats (p. 6 or p. 7). 

4.  For lesson 3, students write in answers on the Eleven-answer quiz sheet (p. 11). 

 
*References to page numbers are to the PDF pages, not page numbers at the bottom of the document.  
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Lesson 1 

 

Type the first of the two listed pages into the Read Mode tool bar beneath the flash card.  

Read the question.  Wait for students to mark the answer.  Mark it on your screen.  Scroll 

to the next page to display the answer. Type the next flash card page into the tool bar.   

(When switching between marking the answer and viewing the flash cards, you need to “x” out of the 

tool bar that allows you to annotate.  To get the tool bar back, hover over the green “You are Screen 

Sharing” bar). 

 

1.  pp. 5-6 (low Carrot) 

2.  pp. 9-10 (low Egg) 

3.  pp. 11-12 (low Frog) 

4.  pp. 17-18 (Bunny) 

5.  pp. 15-16 (Air) 

6.  pp. 13-14 (Grass) 

7.  pp. 25-26 (high Frog) 

8.  pp.  23-24 (high Egg) 

9.  pp.  7-8 (low Dog) 

10. pp. 19-20 (high Carrot) 

11. pp.  21-22 (high Dog) 

 

Lesson 2 

 

Type the first of the two listed pages into the Read Mode tool bar beneath the flash card.  

Read the question.  Small squares beneath the questions show how many responses are 

asked for and their relationship to each other.  The main answer is shown by shaded 

circle and additional responses are shown by unshaded circles.  The students should 

provide the main answer plus the answers for the unshaded circles (some answers may 

already be marked from previous questions). Wait for students to mark the answers then 

mark them on your screen.  Scroll to the next page to display the answer. Type the next 

flash card page into the tool bar.   

(When switching between marking the answer and viewing the flash cards, you need to “x” out of the 

tool bar that allows you to annotate.  To get the tool bar back, hover over the green “You are Screen 

Sharing” bar). 

 

1.  pp. 29-30 (Main Answer, low Dog, plus the low Carrot below him) 

2.  pp. 35-36 (Main Answer, Bunny, plus Air below her and the high Carrot above her) 

3.  pp. 31-32 (Main Answer, low Frog, plus the low Egg below him) 

4.  pp. 37-38 (Main Answer, high Dog, plus the high Carrot and Bunny below him) 

5.  pp. 39-40 (Main Answer, high Frog, plus the high Egg below him) 

6.  pp. 33-34 (Main Answer, Grass, plus the low Frog below it)  
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Lessons 3 

 

You read the questions in one of the orders given below and your students mark the letter 

answer (underlined in the questions) in the correct location on each staff from the Eleven-

answer quiz sheet on p. 9 of the Fun Figures Treble Clef Mat Package.  By quizzing in 

this manner (out of order and out loud so students can’t look back at prior questions), you 

ensure students truly know the lines and spaces and aren’t simply counting up 

alphabetically.  You can give the quiz multiple times using one of the 3 orders below.  

They go from easiest to more difficult both in terms of order and information provided in 

the questions.   

 

 

Question Order 1: 

 

1.  Where is the Bunny bouncing 

2.  The Carrot she’s holding 

3.  The Air she’s bouncing through 

4.  Where is the Carrot growing  

5.  Where is the Frog after he jumps up 

6.  The Egg the Frog is jumping to catch 

7.  The Frog sitting in the Grass 

8.  The Grass the Frog is sitting in 

9.  The Egg on the ground  

10.  The Dog after he is doinked 

11.  The Dog digging underground 

 

 

Question Order 2:  

 

1.  The growing Carrot 

2.  The jumping Frog 

3.  The spinning Egg 

4.  The bouncing Bunny 

5.  The doinked Dog  

6.  The Egg on the ground 

7.  The digging Dog 

8.  The Carrot the Bunny is holding  

9.  The Air she bounces through 

10.  The Grass blowing in the Air 

11.  The sitting Frog 

 

 

Question order 3:  

 

1. Low Dog 

2. High Frog 

3. Grass 

4. Bunny 

5. Low Carrot 

6. Air 

7. Low Egg 

8. High Carrot 

9. Low Frog 

10.  High Egg 

11.  High Dog

 


